
 

Boston Big Local Meeting 12th November 2015  
Age UK, William Garfitt House, 116 High Street, Boston 

 

Name Title Resident/ 
Non Resident 

Apologies 

Richard Tory (RT) Chair R  

Lind Anso Edwards (LAE)  R  

Jody Raggo (JR)  R  

Richard Barclay LTO NR  

Bill Badham (BB) Big Local Rep NR  

Christine Hunter (CH) Note Taker NR  

Rachel A Lauberts (RL) Facilitator NR Apologies 

Sarah Colbert (SC)  R Apologies 

Louis Colbert (LC)  R Apologies 

Ziedonis Barbaks (ZB)  R Apologies 

 

  ACTION 

1. Apologies : As above  

2. Approve minutes of last meeting: Minutes were read and agreed as a 
true record.   

 
 

3. Matters Arising that are not on the main Agenda:  
BB gave an update on RL’s situation, confirming that he had been in 
regular contact with RL, and informed the group that she would be 
gradually resuming her duties as facilitator in due course.  
RT reported he had received a copy of the report from Fran Taylor. RT 
confirmed he had not received Jen Moore’s report.  CH confirmed she 
had again chased up Jen Moore who had stated she had forwarded a 
copy to RT and agreed to e-mail a copy of the report to RT/CH.  This 
had still not been received and CH was asked to contact Jen again to 
obtain the report about signage and the street vacuum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CH 
 

4. Running things:  
LTO Update – BB stressed the Group’s experience so far with Age UK 
has been very positive and Wendy was very “on top” of all financial 
aspects.  He confirmed remaining funds had been transferred from 
Taylor Itex to Age UK.  Wendy had a couple of small queries and then 
would speak to Nicola at the Local Trust.   
Financial reporting.  RB confirmed funds amounting to £57,574.65 had 
been transferred from the Local Trust to the LTO. Up to 6th November 
invoices totalling £38,145.47 had been paid out leaving a balance in the 
bank at 11th November of £19,429.18. RB tabled an up to date bank 
statement, and financial report explaining all areas covered and 
confirmed these would be presented at all future monthly meetings. The 
financial statement showed all expenditure and which area of the Plan 
Themes these were linked to. He explained areas of underspend were 
noted for the Group to monitor and a column was added for additional 
comments/monitoring. The group went through the report and BB asked 
RT if he was aware of any projected overspend we need to address?  
The group went through the financial activity spend and under point  

 



 

  ACTION 

 2.2.2 it was noted that there was an overspend. RT stated that it was his 
belief that the project leaders were unintentionally blurring the line 
between Year.1 and Year.2 spending.  It was agreed RT and RL would 
look into this. 
Three invoices were reviewed by the group: 
2.2.2 – Horticultural Displays – expenditure approved 
2.3.3 – Improvement to Play areas and the Summer beach event – 
expenditure approved. 
1.4.3 – Improving health and well-being for older residents – approved. 
RT to pass to RL the press releases/reports to produce and scan a 
couple of summary pages to send to Jayne Bettany.  
Insurance liability cover was discussed and RB confirmed that any BBL 
activity would be covered by Age UK's indemnity insurance.  
Building the Partnership- BB reported that:- 

 He had spoken with Mandy Exley and confirmed she was no longer 
part of the partnership and that Mandy had stressed the decision 
was her own choice. 

 He was continuing to keep in touch with SC and LC to keep them 
posted of group activities.  He would follow up with ZB to find out if 
he could bring more potential members to the Group from within the 
BBL area. 

LAE stated she had left a letter for David Lambert about becoming a 
member of the Group and was awaiting a response, but possibly he was 
away from the area at present.  An informal coffee meeting was 
suggested with RT and JR explaining to potential new members about 
the Group.   

 
 
 
RT/RL 
 
 
 
 
 
RT/RL 

5. Doing things:  

Plan review – activity updates  
Reports Received – The Group agreed to BB’s request that all SLA’s 
and reports received be sent to Jayne Bettany for uploading to the 
website.  
RT confirmed 2 new reports were received, one from the Hansa league 
and one from Boston Council on behalf of Boston in Bloom. Both reports 
were submitted for review, were scrutinised by panel group members 
and were passed as accepted.  
Recent Activity –BB re-iterated the group need to track any additional 
contributions of funding that are received through our initial funding 
support. RT agreed to chase Boston Borough Council to try and obtain 
some figures of Added Value. These additional funding streams need to 
be publicised.  

 Publicity – RT tabled the most recent press releases relating to BBL 
from the LCVS e-newsletter, local papers and the Boston Bulletin.  

 Street vacuum – is continuing to be used manned by volunteers. 

 Cigarette butt ashtrays – RT confirmed he had manned the Market 
Stall on 21st October, handing out cigarette bins to members of the 
public and promoting BBL. 

 AP on phone for Community Health & Wellbeing – RT had sent an e-
mail to Katherine Sperring who is no longer dealing with this issue but 
had forwarded it to the relevant person. Following discussion JR  

 
 
 
 
RT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  ACTION 

 agreed to speak to Katherine to obtain the person’s details. 

 Norfolk Lodge Children’s Centre - BB to check with RL that the report 
has been received and send a copy to RT. 

 Arts for older people with Dementia – BB to check whether these had 
taken place. 

Community Panel Chest – JR reported this was now up and running and 
had been advertised in local press, LCVS newsletter and Boston 
Bulletin, as well as at Placecheck meetings.  Panel members are Peter 
and Ann Marie Mills, Mike Gilbert, Caroline (from Boston Baptists 
Church) and one volunteer from the LCVS. Forms had been produced 
and required 2 signatures from residents of the BBL area. JR suggested 
a pre-panel meeting to explain to panel members the processes. JR 
asked if applications were monitored against the Plan so that we are not 
duplicating events/activities we have already paid for. It was agreed that 
JR’s proposal was sensible in order to avoid ‘paying twice for the same 
event’ and suggested that JR and RT consult with RL put something in 
place.  BB proposed that the Group thank JR for his persistence and 
drive to move forward the Community Panel Chest.  
Proposals 

 Supporting residents in financial difficulties – Lincolnshire Credit 
Union Assisted Member Scheme (LCUAMS) – RT mentioned that he 
had passed a draft of the scheme’s proposed operating procedure to 
a member of the board of governors of the Lincolnshire Credit Union 
(LCU), who had confirmed the board’s agreement in principal.  RT 
then confirmed the scheme should cost no more than approximately 
£200 p/a (to be covered by the BBL annual grant) and the anticipated 
number of residents LCUAMS would help introduce to LCU. RT also 
mentioned that the SLA’s original targets were impractically high, 
having been drafted by someone at Lincoln who was used to 
considering county-wide projects, and therefore – after consulting RL 
– he asked for the Group’s permission to re-write the SLA, to include 
both the more achievable targets and LCUAMS. The members of the 
group agreed to permit the SLA amendments as they did not alter its 
stated aims. RT then reported that he was looking at various ways of 
advertising the LCU and promoting LCUAMS. 

 Boston Marathon – RT reported that RL had been contacted by the 
Mayor with a proposal for a Boston Marathon, to be held on the same 
day as the internationally famous Boston Marathon in America. 
Following discussion it was felt this could broadly fit in with Plan 
themes 1 & 3 (Improving Health & Wellbeing and Improving 
Community Spirit, and possibly with Theme 4 – Encouraging 
Enterprise).  It was felt that the organisers could be steered towards 
the events funding stream or Community Chest.  However, the Group 
needs to be absolutely certain that the event is going ahead before 
funds are released. RT to speak to RL and ask her to inform the 
applicants we have an events budget that is administered by ME who 
they should contact. 

JR 
 
BB 
 
BB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JR/RT/ 
RL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RT/RL 



 

6. Communications:  

 Boston College news hub –JR mentioned that he had been in 
contact with Karen at the College and said that she needs to know 
what is happening so she can organise the students.  Following 
discussion it was agreed that RT would pass Karen RB’s e-mail 
address to organise a meeting at a mutually agreeable time.  

 BB confirmed Jayne Bettany is now doing our communications. The 
website is now up and running, as is Twitter and Facebook. Prior to 
a conference call with Jayne BB told the Group Jayne will be 
promoting our successes, updating the website and ensuring BBL 
has a more visible face. BB asked for all good news stories to be 
forwarded to Jayne. 

 Projects –discussed above.  

 
 
 
 
RT/RB 

7. AOB: JR raised the issue of purchasing a Gazebo, a banner and pop-up 
posters, to help promote BBL at forthcoming events.  Following 
discussion  it was agreed that, as there was some funding available, BB 
would speak to Jayne about producing a BBL banner mock up, JR would 
obtain costs of purchasing a gazebo and producing some pop ups. 
BB mentioned that he and RT had previously spoken about doing 
something to honour Rob Laubert’s memory. The group agreed that it 
was a topic that should be discussed in more depth at a later date. 

 
 
 
BB/JR 
 
 

8. Date & Time of next meeting: Next meeting will be on Thursday 10th 
December all at 6.00 pm.  The venue will be at Age UK, 116 High 
Street, Boston. 

 

Meeting finished at 8.00 pm. 


